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Book Chapters

English Refereed Journal Papers


**English International Refereed Conference Papers**


---

**Editorial and Reviewing**

- Member of the editorial board of *Scientometrics* (2009- )
- *Elsevier’s Scopus* Content Selection & Advisory Board (2009-2011)
- *Elsevier’s Scopus* journal reviewer (2011-)
- Reviews completed for the journals (over 80 papers reviewed for academic journals):
  - American Sociological Review (ASR)
  - Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology (currently Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology)
• Programme committee member/reviewer for the conferences: *(over 20 papers reviewed for conference)*
  - ASIS&T (American Society for Information Science & Technology) SIGMET meeting
  - Montreal, Canada (2013), International committee (Reviewer) for International Conference Society of Scientometrics and Informetrics
  - Istanbul, Turkey (2015), International committee (Reviewer) for International Conference Society of Scientometrics and Informetrics

**Completed externally funded projects (main investigator)**

- [Academic Careers Understood through Measurement and Norms](http://research-acumen.eu/) (ACUMEN - 2011-2014) Large FP7 EU funded project
- An evaluation for the United Nations University using web metrics and altmetrics.

**Awards**

1. Award of *Excellence in Research*, University of Wolverhampton, June, 2015.
2. Emerald Group Publishing Limited, 2015 Award for Excellence for an article published in the *Journal of Documentation* *(Successful researchers publicizing research online)*.
3. *Leverhulme Trust Research Fellowship Award* hosted by Statistical Cybermetrics Research Group, University of Wolverhampton, UK (2011-2012)

6. **Distinguished Researcher Award** (h-index award) in Social Sciences (in, 2009, 2010), University of Tehran.

### Academic Courses and Teaching (Mostly related to Scientometrics/Webometrics)

2. **Summer School in Cognitive Sciences 2014**, 9th July, UQAM - Université du Québec à Montréal.
3. **Professional Considerations and Research Ethics**, invited speaker, University of Wolverhampton, main lecturer Prof. Mike Thelwall (Nov. 2013)
4. **Web Impact Assessment**, invited speaker, University of Wolverhampton, main lecturer Prof. Mike Thelwall (Nov. 2013)
5. **Cybermetrics lecture**, invited speaker, University of Wolverhampton, lecturer Prof. Mike Thelwall (April. 2013)
6. **Introduction to Webometric Analyst**, invited speaker, University of Wolverhampton, for computer science students, one session (Jan. 2013)
7. **Citation indexing**, Masters of Sceintometrics, University of Tehran. Lecturer (2009-2010)
10. **Statistical Methods** PhD. of Information Science and Masters of Sceintometrics, University of Tehran. Lecturer (2007-2010)
12. **Searching citation databases for bibliometric research**, Masters of LIS, University of Tehran. Lecturer (2010).

### Thesis Examining/Supervising

- One PhD. Dissertations in Scientometrics/Scholarly communication
- 12 Master Thesis in information science/ Scientometrics

### Director/ Supervisor of Master/ PhD Thesis

- Two PhD dissertations on Webometrics (Second supervisor of studies)
• **Modelling Information Seeking Behaviour in Visual Arts**, PhD dissertation in Information Science **(Second supervisor)**, First Supervisor was Dr. Fatimeh Fahimneya, University of Tehran, 2nd October, 2010.

- Ten Master theses on Webometrics, informetrics and Sceintometrics topics
  - Publication delay of international scientific papers: A multidisciplinary comparative study, Student: Zahra Namvar, director of study, University of Tehran, 2010.
  - Assessing Teaching Impact of Research: Citation analysis of post-graduate academic syllabi in library and information science in the US, Student: Jamshid Sadeghani, director of study, University of Tehran, 2010.
  - Open access self-archiving practices by academics: A multidisciplinary study, Student: Farkhondeh Ojagh, director of study, University of Tehran, 2010.
  - Assessing the pattern of citation frequency in text body of journal articles in chemistry, Student: Zahra Azizkhani, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2009.
  - Self-citation pattern in science production in Iran, Student: Yousof Tabatabaie, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2009.
  - Quantitative analysis of science production of Iranian authors based on ISI Journal Impact Factors, Student: Samaneh Naderi, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2009.
  - Survey of Co-linking motivations among Websites of biology scientific centres, Student: Shadi Tabatabie, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2009.
  - Comparison between university ranking of Iranian and Turkish institutions and their research performance indicators based on Scopus database, Student: Mahdokht Farahbakhsh, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2008.
  - Scientific collaboration of Iranian medical science universities at national and international levels (2004-2008), Student: Rohollah Shiri, **director of study**, University of Tehran, 2008.

**Academic Membership**

- Member of Ethics Committee, Research Institute of Information and Language Processing, University of Wolverhampton (2014–)
- SMB Member, Research Institute of Information and Language Processing, University of Wolverhampton (2014)

**Books (in Persian)**

Long Encyclopedic Articles (Persian Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science)
11. Microprocessors, Vol. 1, p. 948

Selected research articles in Persian (Only on Scientmetric or Webometrics)